Accessories per pinkeep:
App. 6 x 6 inch 28 count fabric (Graziano Riviera off-white/grey)
6 x 6 inch patchwork fabric
4 different floss in autumn colors
Rick rack, floss rings, clip, kitchenspoon etc for finishing
Stuffing

Instructions
- Embroider one of the Leaves, leaves patterns in the middle of the 28 count fabric, choose a different color for each leave.
- Cut the patchwork fabric in two equal parts and sew them together again, leaving a turning opening in the middle.
- Iron the cross-stitch fabric and put it right sides together with the patchwork fabric.
- Stitch all around the size you want to, use the plaids to keep straight on the grain. If you want put a piece of double rick rack between the 2 layers, in case you use a clip make sure that it is on the rick rack at this point.
- Cut the seam allowance to ¼ inch and cut the corners slantwise.
- Turn the pinkeep to the right side and push out the corners.
- Fill the pinkeep and finish to your choice.

Have fun!
Leaves, leaves